
while Loops

Lecture 09

“Don’t Stop ‘Til You Get Enough”

VSCode: Open Project -> View Terminal -> npm run pull -> npm start



Announcements

• New PS posted!
• Split into two parts

• Due Sunday at midnight

• Quiz this Friday
• Review Session Thursday at 5pm in FB009

• Tutoring tonight 6-8 in SN115



Warm-up Question

• What is printed when the code to the 
left is processed?

let a = 100;

pollev.com/comp101unc



Typing Speed Contest

• Open up 09-while-loops/00-contest.txt and await further instruction…

• Rule #1 – You can't use copy/paste!

• Rule #2 – Wait until I say go!

• Rule #3 – Check in on pollev.com/comp101unc once finished



The Moves

Next Line If-Then-Else Loops

Today!



Introducing: while Loops

• General form of a while loop statement:

while (<boolean expression "test">) {
<repeat block – statements in braces run when test is true>

}

• Like an if-then statement:
• the test you place in the parenthesis must be a boolean expression
• if the test evaluates to true, the computer will move to the first line of code in the repeat block
• If the test evaluates to false, the computer will jump over the repeat block

• Important! Unlike an if-then, after the last statement in the repeat block completes, the 
computer will next jump backwards up to the test and start afresh.

• A while loop statement can be used anywhere you can write a statement.



1. When a while statement is encountered, 
its boolean test expression is evaluated

2. If the test is true, 
a) then the processor will proceed into the repeat 

block.

b) At the end of the repeat block,
the processor jumps back to step 1.

3. If the test is false, the processor will 
jump over the repeat block and continue on.

test

while loop Flow of Control

false

repeat

true



Follow-along: Computers Love Looping

• Open 01-while-love-app.ts

• Let's try making it print "I love you" a lot…



import { print, promptNumber } from "introcs";

export let main = async () => {

print("Hello. It's me again... your computer...");
let n = await promptNumber("How much do you love me?");

let i = 0;
while (i < n) {

print("I love you, too ;) " + i);
i = i + 1;

}

};

main();

Demo Code



Writing a while loop that repeats a specific 
number of times.

• Repeating a task a specific number 
of times is a very common task in 
computing.

• You will see this all semester.

• Three keys:
1) Declare a counter variable and 

initialize it to 0.
2) The loops test will check that the 

counter variable is less than the # of 
times you want to repeat

3) Don't forget! The last step inside of 
the repeat block is incrementing 
your counter variable.

let i = 0;

while (i < ____) {

// Do Something Useful

i = i + 1;

}

1

2

3



• If the test is not true the first time the 
while loop is encountered, 
then the computer will jump past the 
repeat block.

• If the test never evaluates to false, 
then the loop is called an infinite loop.

• The only way to stop an infinite loop is to 
force quit/close your browser.

test

repeat

while loop Statement Notes

false

true



"while loops… 
they don't stop 'til 
they get enough"
~ Michael Jackson



How do you avoid infinite loops?

Your test condition must eventually 
evaluate to false, therefore

a value in the test must be changing 
inside the repeat block, such that

progress is made toward the test 
expression evaluating to false.

let i = 0;
while (i < n) {

print("Loop!");
}

Bad! Nothing is 
changing inside of 
the repeat block.

let i = 0;
while (i < n) {

print("Loop!");
i = i - 1;

}

Bad! Subtracting 1 
from i is not 
making progress 
toward i >= n.

let i = 0;
while (i < n) {

print("Loop!");
i = i + 1;

}

Good! Adding 1 to i
is making progress 
toward i >= n.



Practice Question 1: How many times does 
this loop print "iteration"?

let i = 2;
while (i <= 8) {

print("iteration!");
i = i + i;

}

pollev.com/comp101unc



Practice Question 2: How many times does 
this loop print "iteration"?

let i = 2;
while (i <= 8) {

print("iteration!");
i = i - i;

}

pollev.com/comp101unc



Follow-along – While Loop Mechanics

• We can put whatever we want inside the parenthesis of a while loop 
as long as it evaluates to a boolean!
• Includes things like logical operators for more complex expressions

• Unlimited creativity!

• Open 02-dumb-siri-app.ts



import { print, promptString } from "introcs";

let main = async () => {
let choice = "";
while (choice !== "quit") {

choice = await promptString("What can I help you with?");
}
print("Quitting");

};

main();



Conditional Logic + Loops

• Consider putting an if-then-else statement 
inside of a while loop
• What would the control flow look like?

• Can get very complicated!

• We can model the real-world in our 
programs by combining these simpler 
building blocks

while

if

then

else

…

rest

Repeat 
Block



Hands-On: Console Loop

• Let’s add some more logic to our previous app!

1. Still in 02-dumb-siri-app.ts

2. if the user types in “weather” print some description of the 
weather
• Be creative!

3. else, if the user types in “song” print out a song recommendation

4. else print “unrecognized command”

5. Check-in on pollev.com/comp101unc when complete



import { print, promptString } from "introcs";

let main = async () => {
let choice = "";
while (choice !== "quit") {
choice = await promptString("What can I help you with?");
if (choice === "weather") {

print("It is a very sunny and warm day!");
} else {

if (choice === "song") {
print("Try something by Michael Jackson");

} else {
print("unrecognized command");

}
}

}
print("Quitting");

};
main();



Postscript: Why learn how to program? 
• Computers

• Follow instructions insanely fast
• But, the instructions computers can perform are insanely simple
• No room for ambiguity in instructions

• vs. Humans
• Follow instructions at a humanly pace (slow… count to 1,000… go!)
• The wide range of instructions we can follow are very sophisticated
• Handle ambiguity in sophisticated ways

• Computer Science is about Intelligence Amplification
• How can we write programs that amplify our abilities to think/move/connect/live?
• Computers "happily" take on boring, repetitive tasks. How do we harness this power?
• How can programs improve people's lives?

By giving people capabilities that 100 years ago would be unimaginable to achieve.
Programming is a super power. Great programs give other people super powers, too.


